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Abstract With webservicescompositionsemergence,thecurrent researchefforts aretowardavailability andreliability en-

hancement in distributedandlooselycoupledsystems.We proposedin a previouswork WS-SAGAS transactionmodel and

THROWS architecture for web servicescompositionsreliablespecificationandexecution. The purposeof this paperis to

report onasimulationsystemthatwe implementedto checkoutourproposalapplicability andconfidencedegree.
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1. Intr oduction

Previous attempts in integrating distributed computing sys-

tems have yielded a large number of solutions(e.g.,CORBA,

COM/DCOM). Unfortunately, the majority of thesesolutionsare

exceedingly complex, vendors’dependant and requiring hugein-

frastructureinvestments.In addition, in suchkind of system,en-

suring reliable interoperationnecessitatesthe useof complex and

proprietarycommunication protocolsandtoo many agreementson

context sharing. As consequence,potentialfailuresare increased

andtherecovery becomestediousandtimeconsuming.

To overcome theseshortcomings, thereis a presenttrend from

tightly coupledsystemstowardlooselycoupledsystems.

Lateron, thewebservicesparadigmemergedandgaineda rapid

uptakebecauseit meetsexactly theserequirementsof interoperabil-

ity. In fact,thewebservicesarebasedonever-presentprotocolsand

on a setof recognized standards(e.g.,HTTP, XML, SOAP, UDDI,

WSDL). Thesecharacteristicsallowed the web servicesto reach

a high level of acceptanceand to trigger massive researchefforts

towardsdeploying businessprocessesas an orchestrationof web

servicescompositions (e.g., the OpenGrid ServicesArchitecture

(OGSA)[1]). However the resultingcompositionsinteroperability

is considerably enhanced, the reliability andavailability issuesare

not yet well-addressed.

Specifically, consideringthatwebservicesarein essencehosted

by differentproviders, they might have not compliantcharacteris-

tics(e.g.,transactionalsupports, management mode). As a result,

any updateof a servicemight affect critically the overall compo-



sition consistency, reliability and availability. Moreover, regarding

compositions execution model, up to now, the majority of the pro-

posed work are executed with a centralized control, thereby such

central controller will constitute a single point of failure.

Motivated by these concerns, we have proposed in a previous

work WS-SAGASa new transaction model [4] [5] for web services

compositions specification andTHROWS (Transaction Hierarchy

for Route Organization of Web Services), a distributedarchitecture

for web services compositions reliable execution [6].

To check out the applicability of our proposals, we implemented a

simulation system heavily based on java programming language and

on a set of web services enabling technologies. In the reminder of

this paper, we will give an overview of WS-SAGAS and THROWS,

after that, we will report on this simulation system and describes its

implementation. We will also sketch a case study and report on its

execution. Finally, we will provide some concluding remarks.

2. WS-SAGAS and THROWS Overview

In a nutshell, the most prominent features of WS-SAGAS and

THROWS are:

• WS-SAGAS specifies the web services compositions as a

hierarchy ofarbitrary-nestedtransactions. These transactions po-

tential execution is provided withretrial and compensationmecha-

nisms. The web services compositions depicted as WS-SAGAS can

execute within THROWS architecture. In this case, the execution

control is hierarchically delegated amongdynamically discovered

enginesranked inCELs(Candidate Engines List). In addition, the

progress of the compositions execution is continuously captured us-

ing theCEP(Current Execution Progress).

• WS-SAGAS inherits the arbitrary nesting level, the relaxed

ACID properties, the compensation and the vitality degree features

proposed in several advanced transaction models [2] [7]. Since web

services are originally stateless, when they are executed as compo-

nents of a same composition, without the state concept, it would be

difficult to know the whole composition execution progress. For that

purpose, we proposed to enrich WS-SAGAS withstate capturing.

• WS-SAGAS defines acompositionas an orchestration ofel-

ementswe notedEv
i . An element has astatewe notedSi and a

vitality degreewe notedv for vital andv̄ for notvital . According

to the nesting level, an element could be assimilated to an atomic

element or to a composition specification.

• THROWS applies a peer-to-peer execution model where the

composition execution control is distributed among dynamically

discovered entities we calledengines. An engine is attached to an

involved web service and is allocated to an element. Once allocated

to an element, the engine becomes in charge of the service invo-

cation, the execution context communication, the execution context

update, the execution forward and eventually the execution control

delegation or completion. On each engine, theCurrent Execution

Progress (CEP)and theCandidate Engines List (CEL)are stored.
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Figure 1 Compositions Specification with WS-SAGAS

(i) CEPkeeps track of the web services compositions execution

progress. When an element from a composition is executed by an

engine, every change in that element’s state is reflected on CEP.

(ii) CEL contains all the candidate engines potentially enabled

to execute an element. Every engine, after finishing successfully

the execution of the element it was allocated to, it is responsible of

generating the CEL of its direct successor(s).

3. Simulation System Description

Implementing the simulation system aims at showing to what ex-

tent the ideas behind WS-SAGAS and THROWS are consistent with

each other. Furthermore, it aims at checking their feasability using

existing technologies namely WSDL, UDDI, SOAP and so forth.

3. 1 Scenario

As a case study, for homogeneity’s sake we kept using the

same travel itinerary reservation scenario that we have described

in our former work in [5]. The scenario that we have chosen in-

volves a process with several activities including a trip information

registration(Ev
1.1), a flight booking(Ev

1.2), a hotel reservation(Ev
1.3)

and finally a car rental(Ev̄
1.4). This scenario specification as WS-

SAGAS is depicted in Figure 1. For easiness to implement, few

adjustments to CEL and CEP contents were needed. These adjust-

ments were necessary to add:(i) information needed for web ser-

vices discovery (e.g. element description)(ii) information about the

discovered web services(e.g. web service URI, parameters). The

notation of CEP that we adopted is as follows (bold face compo-

nents are newly added):

CEP (WSCc)h−i = {(E0, e0,description, S0), ...(Eh, eh,

description, Sh), (Ei, ei,description, Si), [(Ej , ej ,

description, Sj); ...; (Ek, ek,description, Sk)], ...(En, en,

description, Sn)}

- Si (state) is exclusively one of the followings:

{Waiting,Executing,Failed,Aborted,Committed,Compensated}

- The describedCEP (WSCc) content is sent fromeh to ei;

eh is responsible forEh andei is responsible forEi. E0 is the first

element andEn is the last element ofWSCc.

- The notationE0 < [Ej ; ...; Ek] < En is applied to specify

the execution order of the elements ofWSCc. This means thatE0



is executed and committed first, then all the elements specified be-

tween “[]” and components of the same compositionWSCC, (i.e.,

Ej andEk are included) are executed in parallel. Once they are

committed,En is executed.

Similarly, the CEL for an elementEi is noted as follows:

CEL(Ei) = {(Ei, ei1,wsdesc,wsuri,wsoperation,

wsport, [wsparameter1, ...wsparameterk]), (Ei, eip,

wsdesc,wsuri,wsoperation, wsport, [wsparameter1,

...wsparameterk])}

- wsdesc the web service description;

- wsoperation the web service operation name;

- wsuri the web service Uniform Resource Locator;

- wsport the web service binding port and

- [wsparameter1, ...wsparameterk] parameters.

3. 2 Implementation Environment

3. 2. 1 Choices and Motivations

The simulation system implements a logically distributed version

of THROWS architecture for executing web services compositions

specified as WS-SAGAS. For the concurrent execution of engines,

it makes extensive use of java threads and synchronization mecha-

nisms. Our choice was mainly motivated by what follows:

(1) We are mainly interested in detection and recovery from

semantic failures (i.e. web services and engines failures). A phys-

ically distributed system might suffer from the possible failures of

the underlying infrastructure (e.g. message lost due to network fail-

ure, timeout). Our main focus is to show up how web services com-

positions specified as WS-SAGAS and executed in THROWS can

overcome failures. We consider that recovery from other system-

related failures are beyond the scope of the simulation system aims

since, they have been widely addressed in other work. We also pro-

posed tentative solutions in [6] that can apply as well.

(2) Regarding the web services, two choices are possible. The

first choice is to set up a private UDDI registry and to publish the

web service in it. The other choice is to publish in a public UDDI

registry(e.g. Microsoft UDDI registry, IBM UDDI registry). We

chose the first possibility because it is the more widely used and

allows a better control [8].

3. 2. 2 Implementation Tools Description

The simulation system uses mainly java and a set of web services

enabling technologies to implement an application with an entry

point that can be eventually web-accessible.

We make also extensive use of the different APIs provided in

Java Web Services Developer Pack (Java WSDP 1.2) [9]. Among

the technologies that JWSDP comprises, we are using mainly Java

API for XML Registries (JAXR) with Java WSDP Registry Server

for the Web Services Managerand its various modules implemen-

tation. All the web services that we need for our simulation system

are built and deployed in an XML registry that follows the UDDI

specification. We are using JAXR to access this XML Registry. For

building these web services, we are using Java API for XML-based

RPC (JAX-RPC). The service invocation and context communica-

tion is done implicitly using SOAP messages over HTTP. Moreover,

all the communication between the different modules uses the Soap

with Attachments API for Java (SAAJ). Depending on the web ser-

vices compositions execution stage, the exchanged SOAP messages

encapsulate different kind of XML documents. These XML docu-

ments are parsed using JAXP and manipuled with JDOM and DOM.

3. 2. 3 Simulation System Components Description

The simulation system features four principles modules, theWeb

Services Manager, theEngines, theUser Conversation, and theWS-

SAGAS Specification Generator.

EachEnginedispatches its responsibilities to three categories of

sub-modules, theManager, the Updater and theCommunicator.

TheManagerencapsulates and supervises both of theUpdaterand

theCommunicator. TheUpdateris responsible for any operation re-

lated to update, modification and information retrieval. In the other

hand, theCommunicatoris responsible for any message exchange

(sending and receiving). As we will detail it later on, we define

threeManagers, theCEP Manager, theContext Managerand the

CEL Manager. Moreover, there is anotherManager, theWeb Ser-

vices Manager, but the latter is different from theManagers encap-

sulated in theEngine, since it provides different functionalities we

will detail in what comes hereafter.

(1) Web Services Manager: Consists of three modules, the

Services Builderuses JAX-RPC and several other tools(e.g. ANT

tool, wscompile, wsdeploy) to generate the web services endpoints,

their clients and their WSDL documents. TheServices Deployerde-

ploys the built web services on a web container(we are using TOM-

CAT). TheServices Registeris responsible for service registration

in the private UDDI registry, discovery and invocation.

(2) User Conversation: Is used as an entry point to input the

potential user choices that will be considered as the web services

compositions execution context. In the trip reservation, the inputs

we are considering are destination, departure and return dates, and

user name. These inputs are saved in the context, which is an XML

document. This context is communicated in a SOAP message to the

proper engine to be handled. In the implementation of this module

can be we are using JSP(Java Server Pages).

(3) Engines: The number of instantiated engines depends

from the route taken to execute the composition. EachEnginecon-

tains three modules, theContext Manager, theCEL Managerand

theCEP Manager.

• The Context Manageris responsible for updating the con-

text using the moduleContext Updater. The update is performed

on the base of the inputs received from the customer request(inputs)

or on the execution results of the web service. Besides, aContext

Communicatormodule propagates the context to the web service.

• The CEL Manageris in charge of generating the CELs of

the direct successor(s) of the current element. Based on the ele-



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<!DOCTYPE CEL (View Source for full doctype...)>

- <CEL>

<candidateEngine elementid="1.3" engineid="1.31" wsdesc="JapanHotelService"

wsuri="http://localhost:8080/japanhotel-jaxrpc/japanhotel"

wsoperation="JapanReserveHotel" wsport="JapanHotelIF"

wsparameter="String_1" />

<candidateEngine elementid="1.3" engineid="1.32" wsdesc="HotelService"

wsuri="http://localhost:8080/hotel-jaxrpc/hotel"

wsoperation="ReserveHotel" wsport="HotelIF" wsparameter="String_1" />

</CEL>

Figure 2 CEL Candidate Engines List (XML document)

ment description, theCEL Communicatoris responsible for issuing

a query to theWeb Services Managerfor web services with the de-

sired functionalities. For each obtained web service, anengineid

is allocated and a candidate engine is selected from the CEL. The

CEL is represented as an XML document. Its generation is under

the responsibility of theCEL Generator. For instance, in the exam-

ple of Figure 1, the CEL generated for elementEv
1.3 by the engine

responsible of executing elementEv
1.1 is listed in Figure 2.

• The CEP Managertakes care of monitoring the CEP and

depending on the web service execution state progress, the mod-

uleCEP Updateris responsible for updating the state of the current

element. The update from a state to another one is done on the re-

ception of a particular SOAP messages. This message is received

by the CEP Communicatorand informs about the execution suc-

cess or failure of the web service. Some other messages are also

received from other engines and require as well the CEP update

(e.g., requests for compensation, abortion). The CEP update and

the element’s state transitions are more detailed in [5] [6]. Figure 3

is the listing of the content of a synchronous SOAP message sent

from enginee1.11 to the newly allocated engine to execute the suc-

cessor element. In this case the message is sent to two engines since

elementEv
1.1 has as direct successorsEv

1.2 andEv
1.3. Since element

Ev
1.1 is successfully finished, its state in CEP is set toCommitted

while all the other elements states are set toWaiting.

(4) WS-SAGAS Specification Generator: This module takes

as an input the diagram representing the WS-SAGAS and gives as

an output the context and the CEP described as XML documents.

So far, we are still implementing this module. The simulation sys-

tem uses CEP and context descriptions documents generated using

directly DTD and XML documents.

4. Detailed Description of a Scenario

4. 1 Outline

We will describe in what follows the execution of the trip reser-

vation scenario within our simulation system. Before going in its

details, we sketch out the scenario in a few brief sentences:

1. First, a customer request is accepted and is handed over

REQUEST:

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

<SOAP-ENV:Body>

<directory>C:/eclipse-SDK-2.1.1-

win32/eclipse/workspace/THROWS4/E1.1/e1.11/receivedCEP.XML</directory>

<CEP><wsc nestinglevel="1" wscvitality="vital">

<element elementid="1.1" description="trip" engineid="NULL" state="committed" 

elementvitality="vital"><parallelwith elementnb="0" elementid= "NULL" /></element>    

<element elementid="1.2" description="ticket" engineid="1.21" state="waiting"

elementvitality="vital"><parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.3" /> </element>    

<element elementid="1.3" description="hotel" engineid="1.31" state="waiting"

elementvitality="vital"><parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.2" /> </element>    

<element elementid="1.4" description="car" engineid="NULL" state="waiting"

elementvitality="notvital"><parallelwith elementnb="0" elementid="NULL" 

/></element></wsc></CEP></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

RESPONSE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><soap-env:Envelope xmlns:soap-

env="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"><soap-env:Header/>

<soap-env:Body><Response>OK CEP is received correctly</Response>

</soap-env:Body></soap-env:Envelope>

Figure 3 Synchronous SOAP message for CEP Propagation

to the server side. The request is processed and the results are sent

back to the client to be checked by the customer;

2. The server-side application will go through several steps

repeated up to the end of the composition execution completion. We

divided these steps considering the module they will be handed over

as follows(i.e. which module takes charge of which step):

3. The Communicatorsencapsulate received data within

SOAP messages to send them or extract data from received SOAP

messages. The steps that require to be handled like this are:

a. Context and CEP propagation;

b. Services discovery and discovery results communication;

c. Services invocation and results communication.

4. TheUpdaterstake care of any information retrieval, se-

lection, or update. The steps handled are:

a. Element, candidate engine and context selection;

b. CEP and context update.

After this outline, in the following section we give a detailed de-

scription of the scenario execution with the different alternatives

and the different treatments they entail.

4. 2 Customer Request Submission

A customer accesses theUser Conversationinterface and inputs

his request(destination, departure date, return date and his name).

Submitting the request entails saving the inputted values in theXML

Context Document. This Context Documentwill be updated and

handled by the differentEnginesthroughout the overall composition

execution. By the end of its execution, theContext Documentwill

contain information about the execution success(e.g. flight booking

done, hotel ticket reserved, car reserved) or failure (e.g. no available

flight). This information will be extracted using JDOM and JAXP

from the context and communicated to the customer as a result for

his request.

4. 3 Customer Request Handling

A servlet running on the server-side will discover that a newCon-

text Documentwas provided and will start handling it as follows:

1. Element Selection:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<!DOCTYPE CEP (View Source for full doctype...)>

- <CEP>- <wsc nestinglevel="1" wscvitality="vital">

<element elementid="1.1" description="trip"

engineid="NULL" state="waiting" elementvitality="vital">

<parallelwith elementnb="0" elementid= "NULL" />

</element>     

<element elementid="1.2" description="ticket"

engineid="NULL" state="waiting" elementvitality="vital"> 

<parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.3" />

</element>

<element elementid="1.3" description="hotel"

engineid="NULL" state="waiting" elementvitality="vital">

<parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.2" />

</element>    

<element elementid="1.4" description="car"

engineid="NULL" state="waiting" elementvitality="notvital">

<parallelwith elementnb="0" elementid="NULL" />

</element>

</wsc> </CEP>

Figure 4 Context Reception and CEP Update

As depicted in Figure 4, a current element is chosen (the first ele-

ment from the WS-SAGAS specification, hereEv
1.1) from theCEP

Document. As we already specified, we are using JDOM for the

document manipulation. TheCEP Document, once being parsed,

the first element(s) not yet executed is/are selected (i.e., both se-

quential and parallel elements execution are enabled). The function

of going through thisCEP Documentfor selecting elements is at-

tached to theCEP Updatermodule. After an element,Ev
1.1, has

been selected, aCEL Documentneeds to be generated. This is the

responsibility of theCEL Generator.

2. CEL Generation:

The CEL Generatorreceives, as inputs from theCEP Updater, a

descriptionof an element (hereEv
1.1 descriptionis provided). The

descriptionis actually used to generate/create a query that will be

submitted to theWeb Services Manager. TheWeb Services Manager

will run the Registermodule, which will query the UDDI Registry

for web services potentially enabled to fulfill the element(Ev
1.1) de-

scription. For instance, considering the elementEv
1.1, its descrip-

tion is “trip information”.

3. Web Services Discovery:

To ensure interoperable communication between theEngine(here

considered the JAXR client) and the UDDI registry implementa-

tion, the SOAP messages that contain the query(and its correspond-

ing results) are handled completely behind the scenes using SAAJ.

The result of searching the UDDI registry for web services is all the

organization(s) that contain(s) web services we are interested in (i.e.

they have functionalities desired by the current element hereEv
1.1).

We remind here that web services are published in XML registries

within organizations. An organization has a unique identification

key, provided to it when it is published to the registry. To go back

to our scenario, as depicted in Figure 5, when we query the UDDI

Registry, the result is all the organizations with thenamethat con-

tains the string “trip”. For the web service, the elementDescription

as we already mentioned is used. The retrieved information, as a re-

sult to the query, is parsed for details about the Organization(s) and

the services it/they provide(s) and used to generate theCEL Doc-

ument. To each web service, an engine is allocated, that is a new

engine identificationengineidis dynamically created and stored in

theCEL Documentcoupled with the web service information.

In previous work [6], we proposed that the CEL would be ranked

considering the QoS of the web services and the engines. In the

actual situation, the engines reliability metrics are of minor status

since we are in a logically distributed environment, so metrics such

as web services invocation time and response time are insignificant.

Furthermore, considering the web services, QoS measurement re-

quire to be more thoroughly addressed, for the simulation system

we ranked them considering their order of appearance in the query

results. Figure 5 contains theCEL Documentgenerated.

4. Engine Selection:

The Engine selection is launched by theCEL Generatorafter ter-

minating theCEL Documentgeneration. This module will choose

a candidate engine and inform theCEP Updaterso that theCEP

Documentis updated with the new value of theengineid. The Se-

lected engine is labeled as already allocated, here the chosen engine
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<!DOCTYPE CEL (View Source for full doctype...)>

- <CEL>

<candidateEngine elementid="1.1" engineid="1.11"

wsdesc="TripService" wsuri="http://localhost:8080/trip-

jaxrpc/trip" wsoperation="tripInformation" wsport="TripIF" 

parameter1="String_1" parameter2="String_2" 

parameter3="String_3" parameter4="String_4"/>

<candidateEngine elementid="1.1" engineid="1.12"

wsdesc="JapanTripService"

wsuri="http://localhost:8080/japantrip-jaxrpc/japantrip"

wsoperation="japantripInformation" wsport="JapanTripIF" 

parameter1="String_1" parameter2="String_2" 

parameter3="String_3" parameter4="String_4"/>

</CEL>

Figure 5 CEL Generation and Engine Selection

is e1.11. The next time a candidate engine is to be chosen from the

sameCEL Document, the next ranked engine to the last-labeled one

will be chosen (e.g. the next toe1.11).

5. CEP Update:

TheCEP Updaterupdates theCEP Document, theengineidof the

elementEv
1.1 is changed fromnull to e1.11.

6. Control Delegation Preparation:

The following step that comes after is preparing the necessary data

for allocating effectively the engine so that it starts running. As a

consequence, theContext Document, theCEP Documentand a start

signal are sent using SOAP messages. Meanwhile a new thread En-

ginee1.11 is created, the receivedCEPandContext Documentsare

locally stored and a response is sent back to notify that the docu-

ments were received and that the element execution is launched.

7. Control Delegation Done:

As a first step after receiving the execution control, the moduleCEP

Updater attached toe1.11, will update in theCEP Documentthe

state of the elementEv
1.1 from Waiting to Executing.

8. Context Selection and Update:

After that, theContext Updaterwill extract from theContext Doc-

umentthe context necessary for the web service invocation (i.e. the

context document contains the context of all the WS-SAGAS’s el-

ements). The context ofEv
1.1 is selected. It contains actually the

variables, their values and their type (input/inout/output).In the case

of Ev
1.1, it contains four input (destination, departure date, return

date, name) with their values(received in the customer request).

9. Web Service Invocation:

TheContext updaterprovides this context to theCEP Communica-

tor. The latter will invoke the web service client using thisContext.

10. Web Service Execution:

The JAX-RPC runtime is responsible for receiving thisContext

within the client call and for passing it to the web service endpoint.

And when the web service finishes executing, it passes the results to

the JAX-RPC runtime. Likewise, the latter will take care of handing

over these results to theCEP Communicator. At this point, depend-

ing on the web service execution success or failure, two scenarios

are most likely to take place:

a. The web service execution fails

If after a fixed time is elapsed, theCEP Communicatordoesn’t re-

ceive any response, or it receives a message that informs about the

web service execution failure. As a result, the current threadEngine

e1.11 needs to deduce its own failure and to delegate the execution

control to the previous engine thread ( Figure 7). For that matter,

CEP Communicatorinforms theCEP Updaterabout the failure.

Afterwards, the latter will update the current elementEv
1.1’s state to

Failed and the former will communicate theCEP Documentto the

previous thread. Subsequently, the threadCaller is awakened and

will confirm reception of theCEP Documentwith directly sending

a response to threadEnginee1.11 and suspending it. What comes

after is that the locally storedCEP Documentis updated (element

Ev
1.1’s state set toFailed), the engineidset again tonull and the

CEL Updateris asked for selecting another candidate engine from

theCEL Document. At this level, two cases are conceivable depend-

ing on theCEL Documentcontent:

(i) If the CEL Documentis empty: in this case, theCEL Up-

daterwill check if there is any other executed elements that need to

be compensated. It will found that there is not. As a result, a mes-

sage is sent back to theUser conversationnotifying the customer of

the failure to satisfy his request.

(ii) If the CEL Documentis not empty: theCEP Updaterwhile

going through it, it founds out another candidate engine available

ranked next to the last labeled one. This engine isEnginee1.12.

Thus it comes that theCEP Updateris informed about this engine

and will update theCEP Document: E1.1’s state will be modified

from Failed to Waiting and theengineidwill be set toe1.12. Af-

terwards, the newly updated CEP Document is sent again by the

CEP Communicatorto all theEnginesthat are already executing(in

the present example, no other element is executing beside the cur-
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- <CEP>- <wsc nestinglevel="1" wscvitality="vital">

<element elementid="1.1" description="trip" 

engineid=�1.11" state= "Committed"elementvitality="vital">

<parallelwith elementnb="0" elementid= "NULL" />

</element>     

<element elementid="1.2" description="ticket" 

engineid="1.21" state="waiting" elementvitality="vital"> 

<parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.3" />

</element>

<element elementid="1.3" description="hotel" 

engineid="1.31" state="waiting" elementvitality="vital">

<parallelwith elementnb="1" elementid="1.2" />

</element> 

...

...

Figure 6 Control Delegation to other Engines

rent oneEv
1.1 ). The execution will be resumed as previously done

with thread Enginee1.11 but here withe1.12.

b. The web service execution succeeds

In this case, as depicted in Figure 6, the web service sends back

the result of its execution. TheCEP Communicatorwill pass these

results to theCEP Updater. The latter will update theCEP Doc-

umentby modifying the elementEv
1.1’s state fromExecuting to

Committed. After that, theCEP Updaterwill go through CEP

Documentfor the successors’ of the current elementEv
1.1. It will

find that there is two elementsEv
1.12 andEv

1.13. TheCEP Updater

will ask theCEL Generatorto generate theCEL Documentsof these

elements. The latter generates theCEL Documentsand selects for

the elements respectively the engines(e1.21 ande1.31).

Afterwards, theCEP Updaterupdates theCEP Documentwith

the new enginesengineidallocated. Later, theCEP Communicator

sends theCEP Documentto both of the thread Enginese1.21 and

e1.31. The execution process is the same as the above description

expect that sinceEv
1.2 andEv

1.3 are to be executed in parallel. As we

described in [6], the two enginese1.21 ande1.31 are to be executed

simultaneously. For that, we divided the execution in phases, when

every thread Engine finishes a phase, it informs the other parallel

one. By the end of the execution of both of the elementsEv
1.2 and

Ev
1.3, the enginese1.21 ande1.31 will generate theCEL Document

of their successors(here elementEv̄
1.4). They will also exchange be-

tween each other the newly-updatedCEP Document. After that each

CEP Updaterwill update its locally-storedCEP Document(i.e., the

e1.31 updates the elementEv
1.2 state toCommitted and the other

way around). The Enginese1.21 ande1.31 agree on the candidate

engine to execute the elementEv̄
1.4 by merging their obtainedCEL

Documentsand selecting an engine,e1.41 to executeEv̄
1.4. Subse-

quently, enginee1.41 suspends the Caller Engines heree1.21 and

e1.31 and goes forward in its own execution.

4. 4 Vitality Degree Consideration

Up to now, all the executed elementsEv
1.1, Ev

1.2 andEv
1.3 were

with a vitality degreeattribute in theCEP Documentsequal to “vi-

tal”. For that propose, even if they come to fail, their failure is crit-

ical and will cause the whole WS-SAGAS failure as we described

above for elementEv
1.1. Otherwise, if elementE v̄

1.4, while being

executed by enginee1.41, if it happens that theCEP Communica-

tor receives a negative message from the web service attached to it,

this implies that this elementEv̄
1.4 and contrary to the elementEv

1.1

failure, will be ignored and the whole WS-SAGAS execution will

go ahead. The State of the elementEv̄
1.4 is set by theCEP Updater

to Failed. This Module will check for successors and will found

out that the current elementEv̄
1.4 was the last element (e.g. parsing

the locally-storedCEP Documentand looking for elements child

from the same WSC returns an empty list). Hereafter, the success

of the whole WS-SAGAS success is deduced, theContext Updater

extracts the results fromContext Documentand informs the Cus-

tomer of the reached results in a dynamically generated page.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reported on our implemented simulation

system of WS-SAGAS transaction model for THROWS distributed

architecture. The implementation allowed us to check that the ideas

that we have previously proposed in THROWS and WS-SAGAS

were feasible using existing technologies namely SOAP, WSDL and

UDDI. Moreover, it allowed us to verify that these ideas enhanced

notably the reliability through: applying a transactional specifica-

tion of web services compositions, running them in a distributed

environment with a decentralized control and dynamic control del-

egation, and finally providing them with proper failure detection,
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Figure 7 Failure Handling and Forward Recovery

forward recovery and backward recovery mechanisms.

So far, the simulation system featured mainly three kinds of mod-

ules, theCommunicatorsdedicated to controlling all messages ex-

change, theUpdatersresponsible for any information retrieval or

update, and finally theManagersdedicated to supervising theUp-

dater and Communicatorthey encapsulate. To allow the parallel

execution, we made extensive use of java threads.

On-going work includes finalizing the implementation. In ad-

dition, since there is many toolkits presently available for web ser-

vices development, we will check the applicability of some of them.

Finally, other directions we provision to address include the assess-

ment of THROWS architecture performance and scalability.
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